BUYING GUIDE

SKENINGE
Track system
GOOD TO KNOW

Maximum electrical load in
one track system: 1800W

SAFETY

In some countries electrical
installation work may only be
carried out by an authorized
electrical contractor. Contact
your local electricity authority
for advice.

One system for different lighting needs
SKENINGE track system makes it easy to customize your lighting.
Choose any number of tracks and combine them as you like – in a
straight line or at an angle. Use different spotlights or mix spotlights
and pendant lamps. Install the track system in all rooms to create
ambient lighting, work lighting and accent lighting. The system is so
flexible that it blends in everywhere – even at the office, in a store or in
a restaurant.

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.
Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting
IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

HOW TO CHOOSE
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1. Create your own lighting system
Start by thinking about where you want your light and how
much light you need. You can connect as many tracks and
spotlights as you like. The maximum electrical load in one
track is 1800W. Remember that different ceiling materials
require different hardware. Always choose screws that suit
the ceiling in your home.

4. Mix spotlights
SKENINGE track system includes spotlights of different sizes
– 2¾" and 3¾". You can add LED bulbs with a narrow beam to
light up individual details, like a picture, or with a wide beam
to light up larger areas, like a bookcase. The spotlights have
a flexible joint which makes it easy to change the direction of
the light and move them on the track if you want to change
your lighting.

2. Connect to the power supply
The track system can only be installed in the ceiling. Please
remember that in some countries electrical
installation work may only be carried out by an
authorized electrical contractor. Contact your local
electricity authority for advice.

5. Combine with your favorite pendant lamp
With the pendant connector, you can connect most of our
pendant lamps to your track system. This means that you
can combine the light from spotlights and pendant lamps
and customize your lighting. You can also group your spotlights and/or pendant lamps and connect each group to different switches (max 3), so you can turn each group on and
off separately. See which pendant lamps can be connected
to the track system on page 5.

3. Add tracks, choose quantity and length
Tracks can be connected in a straight line or at an angle.
Choose the length that suits you. The tracks are 39⅜" long,
but can be cut to fit everywhere. Connect two tracks with a
straight connector. Mount the track system at an angle (up
to 110°) with an angled connector if you want the lighting to
continue around a corner. The possibilities are many, so you
can always customize the system to your home.
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COMBINATIONS

You can use the SKENINGE track system everywhere in the
home and for all kinds of activities. In a small room like a
hallway or a dressing room, the track system can provide all
the lighting. In the living room you can use it to light up your
favorite pictures or a bookshelf by combining

LED bulbs with different light beam widths. And if you want
light for a specific activity – like eating dinner or reading – you
can mix spotlights with pendant lamps.

With just three SKENINGE spotlights, it’s easier for you to find
your favorite coat, shoes, and hat when you are on the way out.
Direct a spotlight on the wardrobe, one on the shoe rack, and
use one to provide general light in the hallway. Choose light
bulbs with wide beam angles which provide enough lighting to
easily put on outerwear.
This combination $52.98 192.030.12

You can easily create a cozy reading corner and also light up
your paintings or other things you like. It doesn’t involve a lot
of installation, just the SKENINGE track and some spotlights.
Direct light on a bookshelf so you can quickly find a good novel.
Light up the area around an armchair for reading. When you
take a break from the book, you can look at the pictures on the
wall – and reminisce about your own stories.
This combination $99.98

Units you need:
Track with 2 LED spotlights Ø2¾".

303.164.99

1pc

Units you need:

LED spotlight 2¾"

503.164.79

1pc

Track with 2 LED spotlights Ø2¾".

303.164.99

1pc

Track with 2 LED spotlights Ø3¾".

703.947.82

1pc

Angled connector

403.164.65

1pc
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COMBINATIONS

The living room is the center of a house, so you need light for
many different activities. Light up your storage, but don’t forget
the area around the sofa. A pendant lamp over the coffee table
really brings the room together. Since SKENINGE track system
is three-phase, you can always decide which lights you want on
and which ones you want off.
This combination $134.97

When you eat dinner with the family or spend time with
friends, it’s nice with good mood lighting. Choose two pendant
lamps which you like, connect them to the lighting system, and
dim the light. Now the mood is perfect! When you have many
friends visiting, you can pull out the table and move the lamps
where you need light, since the pendant connector can be
moved on the track.
This combination $199.96

Units you need:
Track with 2 LED spotlights Ø2¾".

303.164.99

1pc

Track with 2 LED spotlights Ø3¾".

703.947.82

1pc

Straight connector

603.164.93

1pc

Pendant connector

403.164.70

1pc

HEMMA Cord set, white

503.865.80

1pc

MELODI Pendant lamp Ø15".

103.865.44

1pc

Units you need:
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Track with 2 LED spotlights Ø3¾".

703.947.82

2pcs

Angled connector

403.164.65

1pc

Pendant connector

403.164.70

2pcs

RANARP Pendant lamp 15". Off-white

103.909.75

2pcs

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

SKENINGE Track with 2 LED spotlights Includes:
1 track (L39⅜"), 2 spotlights (Ø2¾"), 1 power connector, 1
end cap and 2 ceiling brackets. Light bulb sold separately.
IKEA recommends LED bulb GU10 400 lumen. If you want
to extend the track, you must add a minimum of 4" long.
Maximum weight 22 lbs. Maximum electrical load capacity:
1800W/track system.
White

303.164.99

SKENINGE Straight connector Can only be used with
SKENINGE track system.
White

White

TRÅDFRI LED bulb GU10
400 lumen (≈ 35W incandecent bulb), wireless dimmable.
This bulb can switch between warm glow, warm white and
cool white.
$9.99

White

$15.99

LEDARE LED BULBS

White

$4.99

SKENINGE Track with 2 LED spotlights Includes:
1 track (L39⅜"), 2 spotlights (Ø3¾"), 1 power connector, 1
end cap and 2 ceiling brackets. Light bulb sold separately.
IKEA recommends LED bulb GX53 600 lumen. If you want
to extend the track, you must add a minimum of 4" long.
Maximum weight 22 lbs. Maximum electrical load capacity:
1800W/track system.
White

703.947.82

$49.99

LEDARE LED BULBS
LEDARE LED bulb GX53
600 lumen. Whether relaxing or working, this light is
suitable. It has two modes, allowing you to choose either
general lighting, 110° beam, or a concentrated light over a
smaller surface, 36° beam. And the light is dimmable.
Warm dimming

103.650.99

503.164.79

$12.99

903.164.82

$14.99

SKENINGE Pendant connector Maximum weight of
a pendant lamp connected to one pendant connector
is 11 lbs. Can only be used with SKENINGE track.

LEDARE LED bulb GU10 400 lumen. Dimmable.
The more you dim LEDARE bulb, the warmer the light gets,
so you can easily create a soft and cozy light.
203.866.52

$10

SKENINGE LED spotlight Ø3¾, H7". Light bulb sold
separately. IKEA recommends LED light bulb GX53
600 lumen. You can easily install the spotlight on
your own.

TRÅDFRI Remote control You can use TRÅDFRI remote to
control up to 10 LED light bulbs at a time – dim, switch on
and off, choose colors and step by step change from warm
to cold light.

Warm dimming

403.164.65

SKENINGE LED spotlight Ø2¾, H7". Light bulb is sold
separately. IKEA recommends LED light bulb GU10
400 lumen. You can easily install the spotlight on your own.
White

004.431.30

$5

SKENINGE Angled connector For connecting tracks at an
angle, up to 110 degrees. Can only be used with SKENINGE
track system.

$39.99

SMART LIGHTING

804.086.08

603.164.93

$9.99
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403.164.70

$5

COMPLEMENTING PRODUCTS

PENDANT LAMPS

MELODI Pendant lamp

NYMÅNE Pendant lamp
Ø16". White

604.071.48

$39.99

Ø16". Anthracite

404.071.54

$39.99

Ø11". White

603.865.32

$9.99

Ø15". White

103.865.44

$19.99

Ø11¾". Aluminum

701.485.31

$39.99

Ø12". Black

803.647.89

$39.99

Ø12". Brass-color

503.943.73

$39.99

Ø15". Black

103.909.56

$39.99

Ø15". Off-white

103.909.75

$39.99

703.150.30

$69.99

803.962.95

$24.99

OTTAVA Pendant lamp
VINTERGATA Pendant lamp
Ø17". Gray

603.622.44

$29.99

RANARP Pendant lamp

FOTO Pendant lamp
901.281.84

$24.99

804.167.31

$29.99

903.646.04

$24.99

903.916.69

$24.99

Ø9". Dark gray

203.903.76

$29.99

SJÖPENNA Pendant lamp

Ø9". Beige

104.148.82

$29.99

Ø14". Oval

Ø15". Aluminum
Ø15”. Aluminum
for California residents
Ø15". Green
Ø15". Brass-color

SINNERLIG Pendant lamp
Ø20". Bamboo

HEKTAR Pendant lamp

IKEA PS 2014 Pendant lamp
Ø14". White

103.832.44

$59.99

Ø14". White/yellow

503.631.64

$49.99

SJÖPENNA Pendant lamp

Ø14". White/silver-color

003.114.98

$69.99

Ø14". Round

503.630.84

$24.99

Ø14". White/copper-color

303.114.92

$69.99

Ø17". Round

203.630.85

$29.99

Ø20”. White

103.637.50

$79.99

Ø20". White/silver-color

003.049.21

$129

Ø20". White/copper-color

003.049.16

$129

903.949.22

$29.99

VÄXJÖ Pendant lamp

KNAPPA Pendant lamp
Ø18". White

600.713.44

$26.99

Ø18". White California

204.163.24

$29.99

Ø7". Beige
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COMPLEMENTING PRODUCTS

SHADES

VÄXJÖ Pendant lamp
Ø15". Beige

203.631.51

$39.99

Ø15". Blue

103.631.42

$39.99

BRUNSTA Pendant lamp shade
Use with cord set, sold separately.
Ø8, H7". Black
103.330.65

$14.99

Ø11¾, H12". Black

403.330.64

$14.99

Ø13¾, H13". Black

603.330.63

$19.99

AVRUSTA Pendant lamp shade
Use with cord set, sold separately.
Ø12". Black
304.209.24

$27.99

JAKOBSBYN Pendant lamp shade Ø12, H10".
Use with cord set, sold separately.
Clear glass
903.330.52

$24.99

Light brown

103.330.51

$24.99

Smoked

503.330.49

$24.99

KLOVAN Pendant lamp shade Ø6, H8".
Use with cord set, sold separately.
Clear glass
203.940.96

$15.99

Smoked

403.940.95

$15.99

GOTTORP Pendant lamp shade
Use with cord set, sold separately.
Ø9, H18". Bamboo
204.410.69

$19.99

Ø22, H15". Bamboo

$24.99

KNIXHULT Pendant lamp
Ø16, H21". Bamboo

604.071.34

$39.99

BÖJA Pendant lamp
Ø17". Bamboo

701.550.36

$69.99

CORD SETS
HEMMA Cord set 5'11".
Black

903.865.97

$15

White

503.865.80

$15

Brass

204.103.41

$20

303.863.45

$16

Dark gray

503.266.47

$20

Brass-color

403.995.83

$20

SEKOND Cord set
5’11”. Textile. White

GOTHEM Cord set 5'3".

SUNNEBY Cord set 5'11". Textile.
Coming winter 2020
Black

904.202.09

$16

Dark yellow

104.202.70

$16

White

804.202.62

$16
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004.410.70

SERVICES
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some
help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider.
Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY

PICKING WITH
DELIVERY

Whether you’re shopping in the store
or online, and no matter how big the
purchase, we can help do the heavy
lifting and arrange delivery, by an
Independent Service Provider, to your
home or business.

This in-store option is the combination
of the delivery service with the picking
service. We’ll collect the products on
your shopping list from throughout
the store and arrange delivery of
everything to your home or business.

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.

© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2018
Prices valid as of August 1, 2019 posting. Prices are subject to change.
Please see IKEA-USA.com or your local IKEA store for the most up to date pricing.

